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About This Game
The Snowboard Game is a realistic skill based snowboard game with natural physics set in multiple immersive mountain
locations and snow parks.
You can do many things in the game, ranging from performing epic stunts in the backcountry or just hanging around in the park
with your buddies!
Create your own snowboard career in story mode where you meet other enthusiasts and pro boarders that will challenge you to
learn new tricks, or get down the mountain in a new way. Complete missions and compete in online events or player created
challenges to earn money, fans and equipment.
Hangout
There is an online hangout mode where you can shred with your friends. You can still do your own challenges and missions
separately and see what your friends are up to.
Tours
The tour multiplayer is asynchronous so everybody competes against each other in the tour events. They are divided by leagues
and divisions and the leaderboards reset every day. Every time you place top three it will save your ghost to everybody playing
the event. Everybody starts in the "Amateur League" which will not get you any prizes, so you will have to play the story
missions to rank up in the divisions.
If you find a spot you like, you can create a session to build jumps and place props to create a video to upload to your fictional
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video channel. A challenge is time or score based challenge and can be found by anybody. Creating challenges can earn you
money, while playing challenges only earns you fans.
Mountains
Right now there are five fictional handcrafted mountains in three different mountain areas. Each mountain has a few story
missions that will progress the story and unlock new locations, a few online events and usercreated challenges.
The focus of development has been to create natural and immersive physics while still being fun with tight and responsive
controls.
KEEP IN MIND, THE CONTROLS ARE HARD TO LEARN. ONCE LEARNED, IT BECOMES EASIER TO PULL OFF
TRICKS
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I can't believe this was developed by one person. Everything about this game is just mind blowing. Graphics, animations,
physics, you name it!
No snowboarding title comes even close.
NOTE:
It's been a while since any update news have been posted on Steam, however; this game is very ACTIVELY DEVELOPED.
New features\/tweaks pop every week on experimental branch and the developer is addressing any surfacing issues very quickly
on Discord.
Highly recommended!. I need to know about the songs i need new music for next year i go snowboarding
oh btw good game

edit: thanks for adding music presentation that's really awesome. Puts all other snowboard simulations to rest. The physics are
pretty spot on. What is up with the fixed inverted rider body weight joystick setting!?!?. If not the Best snowboard gamer out
right now than it is certainly the most real one.. would be awsome if the graphics of big games like steep and ssx get combined
witht the gameplay of this masterpiece of a game. So buy it and lets make this game even better together :). This game is simple
in terms of the features it offers, but it is so amazing at making me feel like I really am out on the mountain. I have always been
a huge fan of skate and snowboard games, and the gameplay that The Snowboard Game offers is on par even with SKATE 3.
Compared to other snowboarding games like Infinite Air, the handling here is just on another level. I immediately got addicted
and it only took a few hours for me to get my $15 worth. I sincerely appreciate what this game offers and really hope that
development continues because its pontential is astronomical.. i can't stop doing one trick my guy is stuck in a butter. very good
snowboard game. If you can snowboard in real life, the feeling you get while playing this game is nearly the same, as
snowboarding on a mountain in real life. Pretty good♥♥♥♥♥♥right there. Buy it. What do you think will happen if this dude
gets a team around him. Cant w8 for it. Get it now. Great game, physics feel amazing. The campaign can be a bit tricky but it
feels thus more rewarding completing something.
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Wow. This is the best Snowboarding game out right now. I've tried Steep, Infinite Air, SNOW, Shaun White Snowboarding,
SSX, Amped. This one definitely gives you the fun SSX gave you with the realism share in Steep and SNOW. The animations
match those of a AAA studio like Ubisoft w/ Steep. The physics are rivialed by none. As a park rider in real life, many little
tricks translate over from real life to the game such as set-up carves for jumps and jumping off your toes/heels. The butters in
this game allow you to try tricks like Marcus Kleveland doing crazy rotations off the knuckles. Lastly, the developer has been
super active in the community adding multiplayer hangouts in less than a week for us to test.
This game is definitely worth every penny, all 1,500 of em.. Bare bones but promising.
In its current state, the game feels more like a tech demo, but it does a decent job of teaching you its control scheme, which is a
unique take I can't quite place in the usual spectrum between THPS and Skate style controls. There is a bit SSX in there as well
with a dedicated "land" command.
The menu text is tiny if you play on a TV, but controller support works, which is always a plus in my book.
The question is, will this game receive further updates that give it a bit more character (player customization, improved sound
effects, brands, better bail animations, landing feedback...) - or is this the final release. The riding seems solid, so there is an
impressive base to play around with.
Give it a shot if you crave a new Snowboarding game after Infinite Air!. reminds me of xgames snowboarding back on the ps2
in terms of how hard it is to pull of a good run and how accomplished you feel when you do.
would reccomend if you like sim style sports games/ snowboard in real life. This is an amazing snowboarding game, steep
learning curve at the start with getting the feel for the controls, after that you'll find yourself progressing in the game learning
harder tricks, this game is the skate version for snowboarding.
If you wanna find yourself playing a game that actually takes time and effort to get good at, this is for you
Pros
Optmized
Graphics
Online Multiplayer
Music Tracklist
Cons
Need a controller (Near impossible to play with a keyboard)
Steep learning curve with controls
All in all i'd recommend this game

. 10/10 - by far the best Snowboard game ever. The BS 5s alone makes it money well spend.
. Finally a sports game trying to go in the simulation direction instead of arcade. I love the controls. It may be a bit confusing at
first, but once you're getting used to, it feels great. If you prefer arcade games, you can still play Steep or Snow. Some things are
still buggy, like the first screen loading time (which isn't a problem, except when you're PC thinks that the game crashed even if
it didn't), bails looking weird at times and some camera issues.
There's not a lot of content yet. But being the fact that this game has been developed by only one guy and it only costs 15€, it's
ok. I really hope that this game will be a success, so that it can be updated with more content, more multiplayer modes and so
on.
Keep up the good work!. Super fun, mega authentic gameplay, nice price point. If you enjoy snowboarding games this is a must
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buy for sure!. While there isn't much to it in terms of events, the feel and flow, by far the most important aspect of a game like
this, is fantastic and the closest we've come to 'Skate on a snowboard'! Buy the game so the developers have a bit of budget for a
more complete sequel (and a better name.) Absolutely recommended for gameplay enthusiasts!
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